ELECTRIC HEATING THAT IS TRULY SMART
Muller Group and Netatmo (French specialist of connected solutions) have
joined forces to develop Muller Intuitiv with Netatmo, a smart solution for
electic heating.
The Muller Intuitiv solution enables CAMPA electric heaters to adjust and
personalize, room by room, your ideal comfort level. The module adapts to
the entire 3.0 radiators and towel warmes ranges

This innovation was rewarded at the 2018 CES in Las Vegas.
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SMART HEATING
Smart self-learning heaters regulate the temperature
automatically, increasing your comfort and lowering your energy
consumption. Muller Intuitiv with Netatmo synchronizes heaters
of a same room and analyses your home environment to plan
heating times, so that it only turns on when needed.

REMOTE CONTROL

Use the App to set the temperature from anywhere, at any time.
Finish work early? Open the App and switch on the heating so
that your home will be warm and cosy when you arrive.

ADAPTATION AND INTUITIV LEARNING

Open-window ? Empty room ? Muller Intuitiv detects any
unforseen situation and informs the user who can make the
required adjustment on his phone if needed.
Over time, Intuitiv® learns progressively about home insulation
and lifestyle. It tracks down any source of waste and thus
systenatizes any potential savings by defining when to start
heating to get the right temperature at the right moment.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION MONITORING
Muller Intuitiv enables you to monitor your power consumption.
On your smartphone, you can check the consumption of your
electric radiators, per room, in kWh.

VOICE CONTROL

Manage your heating by giving simple voice commands to your
voice assistant. All you have to say is, “Set the temperature in
the kitchen to 22°C”, and your wish will be your voice assistant’s
command.

INTEROPERABILITY

Thanks to Apple HomeKit compatibility, Muller Intuitiv with Netatmo solution enables
you to create new scenes in the Home app from Apple, including your connected
electric radiators and others Apple HomeKit compatible connected devices.

EASY INSTALLATION

The plug-and-play installation couldn’t be easier. Just insert
the smart modules into your heaters and download the App.
IT’S THAT SIMPLE !
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